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who are capable of implementing How Does Learning Happen? In the best interest of all ECE professionals working in Ontario’s early 
learning and child care sector, it is imperative that the AECEO carries this work forward.

In taking on this substantial commitment, the AECEO has begun working with early learning communities across Ontario to 
document their human resources (HR) needs. As we push ahead we must also work collaboratively with leaders, administrators, 
researchers, labour movements and municipalities in order to effectively put forth HR recommendations that meaningfully reflect 
the realities of ECE professionals no matter where they work in the sector. A workforce strategy should address all of the challenges 
and issues raised within this paper. It should serve as a tool for ECE professionals to understand how we can affect positive change 
when we tap into our collective voice. 

Now is an opportune time, in the midst of policy and regulatory changes, to amplify this pertinent conversation about compensation, 
working conditions and professional preparation and learning of ECEs in Ontario. We are motivated and encouraged by local and 
international examples of an important global movement to address compensation and recognition of ECE professionals. A number 
of local child care system service managers (municipalities) in Ontario are taking the lead in addressing compensation, working 
conditions and professional learning for ECE professionals. Wellington County is one example where their General Operating Grant 
strategy includes a $20 per hour wage standard for ECEs and programme operators are required to demonstrate that they allocate 
80% of their operational budget to wages and benefits. We also look towards international examples such as Australia’s Big Steps 
campaign that has raised the issue of fair compensation for ECE professionals by empowering and mobilizing ECEs to lead 
the way. There are countless other campaigns underway across the World signalling that this is a global movement and we 
must not pass on the opportunity to seize the moment in Ontario – the future of our sector and the fulfillment of How Does 
Learning Happen? depends on it. 
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Standard First Aid and CPR
ANAPHYLAXIS & EPI-PEN TRAINING ARE INCLUDED IN THIS PROGRAM

This program meets the requirements of the new Child Care and Early Years  
Act, 2015.

Standard First Aid & CPR-C (adult/child/infant CPR)

This is the course required to achieve compliance under the Ministry of  
Education and WSIB regulation. Heartsafe EMS is an approved delivery agency  
for the WSIB & Labour Canada.

The Standard First Aid with CPR-C course combines adult, child and infant  
CPR along with the recognition and treatment of medical emergencies 
and traumatic injuries.

• On-site, for your convenience
•  Includes first aid and CPR reference manual, certification card and a wall 

certificate for your school
• Simple, practical, realistic and stress-free

Tel: 416.410.4911 
Toll-Free: 1.888.322.3791  
info@heartsafe.ca
www.heartsafe.ca

This course is taught by experienced Paramedics. 
Learn from the best teacher - experience.
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